**Sole UK Distributor For Motomop**

Motomop, the Somerset-based company specialising in the manufacture of water-clearing equipment, has appointed Marshall Concessionaires of Lockerley, Romsey, Hampshire as its sole distributor for the UK, Eire and Channel Islands.

Increased demand prompted Motomop chairman and managing director Bob Frost to bring forward his plans for a wider distribution network of sales and service outlets. Only recently, Motomop announced a £500,000 contract with the American Jacobsen turf-care organisation for distribution rights in the US and Canada. Plans are now under way with potential distributors in Australia, New Zealand, the Far East and South Africa, as well as Europe.

The machine is available in two sizes. The smaller model is suited to clearing water from playing areas such as golf greens, particularly where there's restricted access. The larger model is used for more extensive playing surfaces and will clear water at 1,000 gallons per hour. Prices are £1,675 and £1,995.

Lindsay Marshall, director of Motomop's national sales manager, has joined Marshall Concessionaires and will head the Motomop sales team.

Full details from Bob Frost, Motomop, 2 The Crescent, Taunton, Somerset. 0 0823 53274.

---

**Pure Magic!**

Plant hormones extracted from seaweed gathered in remote pollution-free oceans have helped bring St Andrews to perfection in time for the Open this month. Like fellow headgreenkeepers who have been responsible for Open courses over the past six years, Walter has used Seamac 600, a pure extract of certain kinds of seaweed, with nothing added which, he says, helps the vitality of the grass by encouraging a vigorous root system.

Seamac 600 is well used by farmers all over the UK and as far afield as Australia and New Zealand and although the seaweed from which it comes is collected from non-polluted seas hundreds of miles from Britain, the extraction and stabilisation of the hormone content is carried out in a modern, highly specialised plant in Wiltshire.

Full details from Seamac Agricultural, Foundry Lane, Chippenham, Wiltshire.

---

**Axelene Appointed**

Axelene Eastern, specialist supplier of agricultural and implement tyres, has been appointed UK agricultural tyre dealer for the Japanese tyre manufacturer Bridgestone Tyre UK of Great Barr, Birmingham.

Initially, Axelene Eastern, which is based at Station Road, Hubberts Bridge, Boston, Lincolnshire, will concentrate on stocking tyres to fit Japanese tractors available in the UK. Other sizes of Bridgestone tyres will also be available.

Bridgestone is one of the largest tyre manufacturers in the world.

Further information from Hugh Hartley at Axelene Eastern. 0 Boston (0205) 67008. 

---

**For An Education In Irrigation**

Rain Bird Europe has released its new *Golf Folder*, containing specifications on golf-course rotors, valves and controllers and an article Key Considerations For Golf Course Irrigation by international product development manager Dirk Lenie. The 1984 *Turf Catalogue* includes not only products designed for golf course irrigation, but also those for other turf irrigation.

All Rain Bird official golf distributors in Europe have experience in golf-course design and excellent turf irrigation references. In Britain, contact Cameron Irrigation (a member of the Wright Rain Group), Harewood Industrial Estate, Littlehampton, West Sussex. 0 09064 3985.

Finally, Rain Bird Europe’s marketing manager Vivian Auer has announced that the parent company is able to support the in-house irrigation design of its distributors with a design team in southern France.
People, Places, Products

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies has appointed J.S. Kerridge, chief executive and chairman designate of Fisons, and C.P. Booth, Ransomes' company secretary, to its main board.

Mr Kerridge (above) has held a number of senior positions during a distinguished career with Fisons. He joined the company in 1967 as marketing controller of the fertiliser division and subsequently became chairman of both fertiliser and horticulture divisions prior to becoming chief executive in 1980. He is also a non-executive director of Steetley.

Mr Booth (below) is a certified accountant and holder of the British Institute of Management Diploma in management studies. He has been with Ransomes for 24 years. In addition to holding a number of senior appointments in the financial department, he has also held posts in general management, including managing director of Dorman Sprayers and manager of the computer department for which he is currently responsible to the executive board.

Areas of grassland subject to excessive traffic will soon be worn bare and damaged irreparably if used regularly in the wet season. Netlon Path Guard is a quick and effective solution. Simply rolled out and pegged, a path can be installed in minutes.

A 30m by 1m roll of 20mm square mesh, manufactured in high-density polyethylene with double strand selvedge, it is supplied with 72 150mm matching green pegs.

Grass can grow through the Path Guard and the root mass will progressively interlock with the mesh holding the Path Guard in position and protecting the root formation. The mesh structure also has a 'snow-shoe' effect, spreading loads placed on it over a wide area. Once established, normal grass-cutting can be carried out.

The price of £53.96 per roll includes carriage paid mainland, but excludes VAT. For further information, contact Netlon, Kelly Street, Blackburn BB2 4PJ. 0 0254 62431.

A new liquid seaweed concentrate is now available. The seaweed used in Kelpak is called Ecklonia Maxima. It is a large brown seaweed and is therefore, also called Kelp. This kelp is only found in certain areas in the South Atlantic and is quite different from that found around the shores of Europe.

Ecklonia Maxima, in its natural state, has a high level of the growth regulator group known as cytokinins, which are registered as the active ingredients in Kelpak.

Only freshly harvested kelp is used in the manufacturing process. The seaweed is first washed to remove all traces of salt. The manufacturing process entails rupturing the tough cell walls of the seaweed to release the compounds inside. This burst-cell process is the only process in the world that achieves this without the use of heat, chemicals, freezing or dehydration, thus ensuring that the natural compounds are not denatured in any way.

Independent tests show that where there are stress factors, climatic conditions, such as excess moisture, shortage of moisture, heat waves or frost, the difference in Kelpak treated and controlled plants is clearly visible.

Kelpak has been successfully sprayed in conjunction with most herbicides, fungicides and insecticides, so that this aspect will not cause any problems or reduce the effectiveness of the results.

Kelpak is a root stimulant that leads to an improved mineral and moisture uptake, contributing to a healthier plant, resulting in higher and improved quality yields.

An additional, obvious advantage is that Kelpak is reasonably cheap and is a natural biodegradable product.

It is now available from Farrant Chemicals and Distributors throughout the UK. Apply to Farrant Chemicals, PO Box 36, Guildford, Surrey. 0 Guildford 36327/574562.

Bill Beveridge, 63, who spent 36 years as Scottish rep for Ransomes, died recently.

Bill had planned to take early retirement this year to spend more time with his wife Rina and was looking forward to being Ransomes' liaison man on the committee of the International Greenkeepers' and Superintendents' tournament at St Andrews next year.

Upon leaving the Heriot Watt College, Bill served his apprenticeship with the Edinburgh-based Morton Engineering Company, which later became part of Ransomes, followed by six years in the RAF with Bomber Command.

It was as a grass machinery demonstrator in 1948 that he started to build up his many connections in Scotland's turfgrass industry and it was not long before he became Ransomes' Scottish company's sales manager.

A past president of the IOG's Edinburgh and Lothians branch and a committee member for many years, he was also on the committee of the
Scotsturf exhibition. Besides being an honorary life member of SIGGA, he was an honorary president of the north of Scotland branch and a vice president of the association.

In 1981, he led a SIGGA team as non-playing captain in a match against the United States golf superintendents at the Santa Anna Country Club, California. He was also an honorary member of the Scottish Association Of Amenity Supervisory Staff.

John Campbell, Walter Woods and Bill Beveridge in the sun during a SIGGA golf meeting in 1982.

Golf Landscapes has started work on a new nine-hole golf course at Towerlands in Braintree, Essex for the Hunnable Group.

Towerlands is one of the most prominent equestrian and leisure centres in the south-east and combines an indoor riding school, bowling green and squash courts with a three day equestrian cross-country course. It is through this course that the new golf course, measuring 2,765 yards, will wind.

Construction, which comprises nine greens and tees, bunkers, two lakes and a TORO irrigation system, will last throughout the summer with seeding in August and turfing of putting surfaces and teeing areas using sterilised Rolawn fine turf in the early autumn.

The contract is valued at about £90,000 and the consultant is agronomist George Shiels.

Lord Aberconway has accepted an invitation to present the 1984 BALI Fisons Awards at a special lunch on Friday, September 28 at the Holiday Inn, Liverpool. The announcement was made by Bill Sones, national chairman of the British Association of Landscape Industries (BALI).

The agrochemical business of Midox, which is mainly in the horticultural and amenity markets, will be merged with the ICI Plant Protection Division this year. ICI acquired both Midox and Farm Protection from Albright and Wilson last November.

A new group is to be formed within ICI Plant Protection's UK department based at Farnham, Surrey to market the existing ICI horticultural products and the Midox range for horticulture. The name of Midox will be incorporated into the name of the group.

Midox amenity products will be integrated into ICI's recently launched Professional Products range.

Farm Protection will continue to operate as a separate, wholly-owned subsidiary of ICI, marketing a range of agrochemicals.

Further information from Richard Walker, ICI Plant Protection Division, Woolmead House West, Bear Lane, Farnham, Surrey. 0252 724525.

The analysis of Steetley Minerals' new Winter Tonic is: 2.1 per cent Nitrogen, zero Phosphate, 2.5 per cent Potash plus 3 per cent Iron.

The development has been specially formulated for use during the slower growth periods of late autumn and early spring and will keep turf in good condition hardening up the playing surface to ensure it stands up to wear-and-tear early in the new season.

Huxleys has received its first export order for the TR66 Hydraulic Reel Mower following the machine's appearance at the recent Wembley Central And Local Government Show.

Designed and built specifically for use with compact tractors, the TR66 provides a cut width of 1.68m (66in) from its three mowing units and has a fully independent hydraulic system as standard.

Pictured on Huxleys' stand are (left to right): Secretary of State for the Environment, Rt Hon Patrick Jenkin MP; Huxleys' director Gerald Brookes; G. Swanink of Dutch horticultural machinery and tractor dealer Gebr. de Vor-Achterveld BV, which has placed the first order for the compact tractor-mounted TR66 mower and Ron Reeves, Huxleys' area sales manager.
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condition, due to our old friend Dick Duggan. The catering was excellent and our thanks to Mrs Low for looking after us in this department.


One notable absentee was David Brown (ex-Baberton GC), who had been in hospital. However, I am glad to say that he is well on the way to recovery. This is the first outing David has missed in many years.


The new knockout tournament in the section has started well. The finals will be played later in the year. The autumn tournament will be held on Tuesday, September 4 at Broomieknowe GC, when the annual raffle will be drawn—so, hurry up and sell your tickets, lads.

There are a fair number of subscriptions still to come and payment should be made immediately otherwise the offenders’ names will be deleted from the mailing list, which includes distribution of the magazine.

It is with regret that I announce two deaths in the East, both from the same village and course. William Huish, late greenkeeper at Gullane GC, died on March 29 and Andrew Anderson, late head greenkeeper at Gullane GC died on May 5. Both Willie and Andrew were great stalwarts of the association and will be sadly missed.

W. Blair.

People, Places, Products

Continued...

As a direct result of making franchises available individually instead of as a package, Marshall Concessionaires has signed three new dealers. They are Shanks Mowers Croydon of Thornton Heath, Surrey, which will handle the Jacobsen range; E.T. Breakwell of Solihull, Birmingham, handling the Ryan range, and Pace and Sons of Maidstone, Kent and East Grinstead, West Sussex, which will handle the Ryan range at both locations.

Marshall Concessionaires’ recent appointment as UK distributor for Motomop means that the company now offers potential dealers a choice from five franchises—Jacobsen, Ryan, Bunton, JL Multi-trac and Motomop.

The Golfer’s Handbook has been acquired by Macmillan and is now published in conjunction with Benson and Hedges. First produced in 1898, it has been completely re-designed and the format revised.

The Benson and Hedges Golfer’s Handbook will be published in two versions—a hardback on subscription for club secretaries and in paperback (priced £8.95), which will be available at all leading booksellers.

The 1985 IOG annual conference takes place at Myerscough College from April 8-11; the 1986 conference will be held in Cardiff from March 31 - April 3 and in 1987 it will be in Aberdeen from April 20-23.

SIGGA News & Views — Continued...

Don’t Fall For The Sand-Loss Trap...

Fryma Fabrics, in conjunction with ICI Fibres Division, has developed a high-tenacity fabric designed to overcome the problems of sand loss from golf course bunkers.

The greatest sand loss is due to natural causes. In very dry weather, the ground cracks and the dry sand falls into the coarser sub-soil. In the wet, this same filtration process occurs, but is exacerbated when the sand mixes with the heavier soil and the bunker soon becomes ‘dirty’ and unplayable.

These new Fryma bunker linings are made in such a way that they prevent the overlying sand from filtering into the underlying earth and, in extremely wet conditions, allow water to drain through into the sub-soil, thus reducing flooding.

In the autumn of 1982, a trial lining was fitted to a notoriously wet bunker at Beeston Fields Golf Club in Nottinghamshire for testing. During the following year, the amount of replacement sand needed was negligible and drainage had improved so dramatically that the bunker was always in play. When lifted for observation last November, there was no degradation of the fabric itself and, when tested, there was no loss of inherent strength.

For ease of fitting, all Fryma bunker linings are tailor-made. When installed, they are invisible and do not interfere with play.

Founded in 1922, Fryma Fabrics is the UK’s leading manufacturer of knitted industrial fabric. Full details from Fryma Fabrics, Fryma House, Denison Stret, Nottingham NG7 3PJ. 0602 782141.

Sand is replaced in a typical bunker where a new Fryma liner has been laid.
Once weeds get amongst your well kept beds or into paths they're an unsightly nuisance. Not, however, one you have to suffer for long. Not now ICI make a range of total weedkillers, specifically for professionals, that contain the fastest, most powerful weedkillers you can lay your hands on, in easy-to-use dispersible grain formulations.

For paths, drives, play areas, steps and waste ground, try 'Groundhog'. A fast-acting, rainproof, contact and residual total weedkiller, particularly effective against perennial weeds. It can be safely applied up to the edges of cultivated level ground, without risk to growing plants.

Between established plants, put down 'Soltair'. A total weedkiller that kills existing annual weeds and grasses, and prevents re-invasion by weed seedlings. It is particularly useful for weed control under trees, shrubs and hedges, and can be used on soil, gravel, broken tarmac, concrete and paving slabs.

Then there's a weedkiller that really lives up to its name, 'Speedway'. A fast, contact herbicide which becomes inactivated as soon as it touches the soil. So sowing and planting can be done soon after application, and weeds, including grasses touching established trees, may be treated at any time of year.

Groundhog,' Soltair' and 'Speedway' are just three of a whole new range of products from ICI made with the needs of professionals in mind.

For the name of your local distributor, contact ICI Professional Products, Woolmead House East, Woolmead Walk, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7UB. Telephone: (0252) 724525.

You'll find that we act pretty quickly. A bit like our products.

ICI Professional Products
Protection with Authority
Well Done, West Hill!

West Hill Golf Club, Brookwood, Surrey celebrates its 75th anniversary this month. The club was founded, unusually, by a lady, Mrs Lubbock, whose husband was an early president. Their memory is preserved by the Geoffrey Lubbock Cup, which is presented annually to the winners of the fathers and sons competition, started in 1931.

In the 1920s, it was said that the club could almost turn out a Walker Cup side. There was Willie Murray, who never carried more than seven clubs and his name is remembered by an annual cup in which only seven clubs may be used.

The ladies also achieved many successes, in particular winning the first London Ladies' Foursomes trophy in 1922.

In the 'thirties, many famous golfers played regularly at the club, among them Roger Wethered, then a member of Worpleston, West Hill's own Jumbo Aitken, as well as Tony Torrance and many other internationals.

Since the war, West Hill has hosted an international match—England v France in 1959. More recently, 1983 saw the club stage A Round With Alliss, in which Sir John Junor of the Sunday Express and 'model' golfer Liz Hoad took part.

New MF Compact Tractor Range For UK

Massey-Ferguson is further expanding its tractor range sold in the UK with the launch of three compact models—the MF 1010 (11.9kW/16 engine hp), MF 1020 (15.7kW/21 engine hp) and MF 1030 (20.1kW/27 engine hp).

Manufactured for MF—the western world's largest producer of tractors—by Toyosha of Japan, these compact tractors are already sold in parts of Europe and many other countries world-wide by MF as part of the company's total tractor range extending up to 360hp.

The range comes in the usual MF livery and the familiar 'hardnose' styling. To test UK interest, the MF 1010 was exhibited at last year's Royal Show. According to the company, reaction indicated that the range would be well accepted and, backed by MF's normal warranty and nationwide after-sales service and parts support, it is expected to earn a solid place in Britain's under 30hp tractor sector, which currently accounts for sales of an estimated 2,000 units annually, compared to 26,500 units last year for tractors over 30hp.

John Westrope, UK sales director, said: "We already supply several types of specialist tractor at the lower end of our existing horsepower range and the new compact tractors ensure that we can now meet the wider needs of smaller horsepower tractor users throughout the UK.

All three MF compacts will be available in two- or four-wheel drive and with either agricultural or turf tyres. As well as a comprehensive specification, the tractors are notable for their ergonomic layout and operator convenience, which produces machines that are highly functional, despite their small size. Controls are conventional and logically placed, with freedom of movement for the operator.

Initially, a cab will be available for the MF 1030 and a fold-down safety frame for the MF 1010, while the same options will be extended to other models in the future.

The tractors are powered by three-cylinder indirect injection diesel engines with water cooling. These smooth, quiet-running units provide fuel economy comparable to conventional tractors and they share the characteristic long engine stroke of all MF tractors to give high torque at low engine revs for extra lugging

farmura
The Liquid Organk Fertiliser

If you want an inexpensive natural fertiliser that will:
- Encourage a deep hard-wearing turf
- Help the growth of fine grasses
- Assist deep root development
- Maintain the natural greens and colours of the turf
- Mix with weedkillers for 'Feed and weed' and
- Will not scorch
- Is safe and non-toxic
- Does not produce a flush of growth (and so cuts mowing costs)
- Is low cost
- As used by many courses including championship

For information, literature and supplies contact your local merchant or Farmura Ltd, Stone Hill, Egerton, Ashford, Kent Tel: Egerton (023376) 241

If you want an inexpensive natural fertiliser that will:
- Encourage a deep hard-wearing turf
- Help the growth of fine grasses
- Assist deep root development
- Maintain the natural greens and colours of the turf
- Mix with weedkillers for 'Feed and weed' and
- Will not scorch
- Is safe and non-toxic
- Does not produce a flush of growth (and so cuts mowing costs)
- Is low cost
- As used by many courses including championship
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The new Massey-Ferguson compacts. A big name on small tractors.

The new Massey-Ferguson Range of Compact Tractors. The machines you asked for.

Their compact dimensions and low profile mean they can go just about anywhere. And they'll handle just about any job you have in mind. From horticulture through local authority applications to grass cutting. A 3-cylinder diesel engine gives you all the smooth, quiet power you had in mind allied to the reliability and economy we know you need. The engine is matched by a constant mesh gearbox for simple, positive gear selection.

Mechanically engaged 4-wheel drive makes for extra traction in rough conditions.

Three-point linkage and a 2-speed PTO allows fitment of a very wide range of implements. The platform and controls are ergonomically designed for ease of operation and driver comfort. It all adds up to the increased efficiency that yields greater output.

So now when you're looking for a small tractor you can look to Massey-Ferguson. We made our reputation with tractors and we've made sure this new range will add to it. Fill in the coupon below for more information.

3 models available. MF 1010 16 hp. MF 1020 21 hp. MF 1030 27 hp.

To: D. Kendall, Massey-Ferguson (U.K.) Ltd., PO Box 62, Banner Lane, Coventry.
I'd like to know more about the new MF Range of Compact Tractors.

Name ........................................................
Address ....................................................

Massey-Ferguson
Where farmers' ideas take root.
Whether it be construction, drainage or irrigation

GOLF LANDSCAPES LTD.

ASHWELLS ROAD
BENTLEY, BRENTWOOD
ESSEX CM15 9SR.

Coxtie Green (0277) 73720

The proven experience in the field
ISEKI TRACTORS together with a vast range of attachments will effectively handle numerous tasks, and, at an economical rate. There's a choice of models from 14.5 to 66hp and we will be delighted to give you a trial run, without any obligation under your own conditions. Telephone Colin Gregory now!

The Professionals' Choice... every time!

LELY ISEKI TRACTORS
STATION ROAD
ST. NEOTS
HUNTINGDON
CAMBS PE19 1QH
Tel (0480) 76971
Telex 32523
To reach every HEAD GREENKEEPER in the British Isles
Phone KAY MOSS on 0255 507526

GREENKEEPER required by
Nine hole golf course close to Blackpool in private ownership. Applicants should have a sound knowledge of turf management techniques and the use and maintenance of modern machinery.
No accommodation available. Wage negotiable.
Please write or phone:-
Mr. Eric Astbury, Poulton-le-Fylde Golf Club (1982) Ltd., Breck Road, Poulton, Blackpool. Tel: Blackpool 883006

HIGHGATE GOLF CLUB
Denewood Road, Highgate, London N6.
require an EXPERIENCED GREENKEEPER
No accommodation available.
Wage negotiable.
Please write or phone the Secretary on 01 - 340 3745

Assistant Greenkeeper required
SALARY NEGOTIABLE
NO ACCOMMODATION
Apply in writing or phone for an interview
J. E. Miles Secretary,
Wimbledon Common Golf Club,
19 Camp Road,
London SW19
Telephone: 01 946 7571

ASHFORD (KENT) GOLF CLUB

HEAD GREENKEEPER
A head Greenkeeper is required for this busy heathland 18 hole course.
An attractive remuneration package around £10,000 per annum is envisaged for an appropriately qualified person.

Apply to:
J.P. Thomas,
Secretary,
Ashford (Kent) Golf Club,
Sandyhurst Lane,
Ashford,
KENT.

HEAD GREENKEEPER required by
SOUTH HERTS GOLF CLUB
Applications are invited for the above post from persons of proven ability and experience in golf course maintenance. Salary negotiable. No accommodation available.

Apply in writing, stating age and experience, to:
The Secretary
South Herts Golf Club
Links Drive
Totteridge
LONDON, N.20